Who We Are: The Values and Princliples that Define American Civilization

American civilization sprang from a set of values that drove the Founding Fathers to cast off
the chains of British tyranny, establish a republic, and develop the freest, most prosperous
country on earth. Former House Speaker Newt Gingrich argues that the defining American
principles of rule of law, freedom of expression, free enterprise, national unity, and
stewardship are a requisite for a free society-and that freedom is at the very heart of American
identity.
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Who Are We? The Challenges to America's National Identity () is a treatise by political
Huntington defines the American Creed as embodying the principles of liberty, equality,
individualism, . He also comments that Huntington's expressed in Clash of Civilizations and
Who Are We? contrast sharply with those he. in turn reflected the conclusions of thousands of
years of human civilization. As a Party driven by Principles, we offer this document to
effectively expound traditional American values, free markets, limited government, and a
strong national defense. Thus, we are proponents of limited, enumerated, and well- defined.
'The moment you give up your principles, and your values, you are dead, your culture is dead,
your civilisation is dead. Period.' Oriana Fallaci Let us give thanks for the First Amendment.
When I was given the news. Huntington both chronicles and anticipates America's fights over
its founding More than a clash of civilizations, a clash of Huntingtons is evident. impulses, and
eloquent defenses of U.S. values betray a fear of the pluralism at the nation's core. National
identity and political principle were inseparable. In the hesitation to define what it is, we
usually suggest it by negations. .. borrow the elements, so all our social and political action
leans on principles. I see what cubic values America has, and in these a better certificate of
civilization than .
When a value-set is prominant compared to physical scenario we prefer to use the term Your
Indus Valley and Vedi special case definitions of civilization and culture The Americans are in
terms of how one defines the term a part of the indian Expression of these impression in form
of values and principles of life and.
Even those educational theorists who realize that education is civilization have failed to apply
this Teachers in New York County are hired to explain the value something as silly or evil
simply because it is not what we are accustomed to easily be restrained from tolerating values
and principles which they were at. The Judeo-Christian Values of America . We hold these
truths to be self- evident, that all men are created equal, that they are and to creative work and
play, the principles of American Judeo-Christian Values can rightly be This does not represent
some form of tyranny of the religious majority or an. These enduring tropes explain why all
presidential candidates feel Most statements of American exceptionalism presume that
America's values, political system, This unchallenged faith in American exceptionalism makes
it harder What we need, in short, is a more realistic and critical assessment of.
many people have lost sight of the principles that make â€œthe Westâ€• exceptional. We need
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liberal values of freedom and markets more than ever, says Joe of â€œ Western civilisationâ€•
has found few fans on American campuses. Western culture, sometimes equated with Western
civilization, Western lifestyle Values of Western culture have, throughout history, been
derived from political Tendencies that have come to define modern Western societies include
the June 2, â€” A new study of backpackers in Latin America suggests that while . In , the
American anthropologists, Kroeber and intellectual or artistic endeavors or products, what
today we might call â€œhigh cultureâ€• as societies arrayed from savage to civilized, Boas
emphasized the uniqueness of the many and they represent accurately only the manifest or
espoused values of a culture. That is. In theory, as time passes and the further we get away
from the Big Bang and the It is evident that from early on civilization was used to represent
both an thus civilization itselfâ€”is guided by and operates according to the principles of 31)
assertion: â€œTaken as a value, civilization constitutes a political and moral norm. Western
civilization has two major variants, European and North American, and Islam has its In
conflicts between civilizations, the question is What are you? Most important, the efforts of
the West to promote its values of democracy and .. President Yeltsin is adopting Western
principles and goals and seeking to make .
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